Workplace

Be Mine: 9 Things That Have Stolen Our Heart
We’re spreading the love with a few new things that caught our eye at the office.

It’s that time of year when hearts are candy-coated and Cupid’s arrow is fully loaded. So, in honor of the
lovey-doviest holiday, we’re sharing some of the things we’re head over heels for in our social and
informal spaces at work.
A Fool for This Stool
If “x” marks the spot, then the Turnstone Shortcut X Base is where we want to be. With sleek legs, soft
seating and a flexible shell, this stool brings cool elegance to any room. P.S. It comes in a chair, too.
Sealed With A Couch
Can you have a crush on a couch? We weren’t sure until we saw West Elm Work Mesa Sectional, part of
the new collection from Steelcase and West Elm. With its modern form, luxe upholstery and tapered
bronze legs, this stylish sectional has our heart.
The Armchair Affair
The Philippa from Bolia combines modern Nordic flair with classic 1950s style. Designed by Busetti
Garuti Redaelli, Philippa has a sleek, organic form that pulls you in. Smitten? So are we.
Love at First Light
Designer Michael Anastassiades paired his passion for industrial simplicity with intricate symbolism to
create the FLOS IC Light Series. Each sleek lamp has a blown glass opaline design and moody light that
warms our hearts — and any space.
On Cloud Nine
With those pillowy outdoor cushioned, cane-and-canvas chairs and organically shaped porcelain
stoneware tables, the EMU Terramare Series from Coalesse is one outdoor collection we can’t stop
swooning over.
Decor Amore
Roses are red, violets are blue, Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams have some sweet pieces for you. We adore
their whimsical wall art, tabletop accessories and pillows that take your space from bland to beloved.
Loveable Leather
Meet the seat that swept us off our feet. The West Elm Work Slope Lounge Chair features top-grain
aniline-dyed leather and hot-rolled steel frame that creates a cool, industrial loft vibe.
The Ottoman of Our Dreams
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The Hecks Ottoman from Blu Dot is a bold little piece that works great on its own or in a group. With a
variety of bright colors and versatile uses, this one-of-a-kind design makes us do a double take.
Table for Two…or Ten
Our hearts are a-flutter for this al fresco style. The Hopper from Extremis is a stylish take on traditional
picnic tables, designed to allow for easy exits and added comfort, and roomy enough for work meetings
or unwinding.
Let’s keep the love alive. Take a look at last year’s list.
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